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From Biblical to 
revival: Jordan’s 
viticulturists 
AMMAN: Two Jordanian families aim to put wine from their
desert land on the world viticultural map, reviving an age-old
tradition that some suggest has Biblical heritage. Wine lovers
like to say that the wine Jesus Christ served to his disciples at
the Last Supper came from the northern town of Umm Qais
in modern-day Jordan, to signify how old the country’s wine-
making tradition is.

“Wine was produced in Jordan more than 2,000 years
ago but then it disappeared for centuries,” said Omar Zumot,
who studied winemaking in France, and now manages the
Saint George winery in an eastern suburb of Amman. “It’s our
responsibility to relaunch it,” he said. The Zumots and their
main competitors, the Haddads, belong to Jordan’s Christian
minority in a Muslim-majority kingdom, where the sale of
alcohol is legal. “We began to produce wine in 1996 and
today we produce 400,000 litres a year,” Zumot said, during
a tour of his winery, which makes a range of organic wines
that are aged in 700 French oak barrels before being bottled.

“We’re only at the start of the road but my dream is to put
Jordanian wines on the map.” Firas Haddad, marketing manager
of Eagle Distilleries, home of the award-winning Jordan River
wine, shares that dream. “We set up the first winery in 1975. We
used to produce just two kinds of wines, white and red from
grapes that we brought from Suweida in (neighbouring) Syria,”
he said. Today, the company based in Zarka, near Amman, pro-
duces wine from 45 varieties of grapes, most of them from vines
brought to Jordan from France, Italy and Spain, he said.

Ancient winemaking 
Swiss archaeologist Ueli Bellwald said that winemaking in

Jordan goes back much further than the time of Christ.
“Winemaking in Jordan does not date back only 2,000
years,” said Bellwald, who has been working on digs in the
ancient Nabatean city of Petra for nearly three decades. Wine
production started in the Nabatean kingdom “in the middle of
the first century BC” and reached a peak during the Roman
and Byzantine periods, “based on the enormous number of
wine presses from these times”, he said. According to
Bellwald, as many as 82 wine presses have been discovered in
the Beidha-Baaja area of Petra in southern Jordan. “There
were even winemaking facilities of industrial scale,” he said.

Basalt, water, sunshine 
Both the Haddads and the Zumots have vineyards in the

northeastern Mafraq province neighbouring Syria and

Iraq. Mafraq is one of the most fertile regions of Jordan
with soil rich in basalt that was formed by volcanic activity
tens of thousands of years ago. It lies 840 metres (2,800
feet) above sea level, is rich in underground water and
enjoys sunshine 330 days a year, said Haddad. All this
makes for “exceptional” wine, he said. The Haddads have
set up the “Wine Experience” in the heart of Amman tout-
ed as Jordan’s first wine tasting lounge, and like the
Zumots organize vineyard tours.

Tourists visiting the lounge, like Peggy from Australia
and Frederic from France, were “surprised” that Jordan
produces wine. Both noted the high price tags. All alco-
holic drinks, whether they are imported or domestically-
produced, are subject to taxes that exceed 300 percent,
while even items used in the production process face
substantial duties. “Customs duties are exorbitant and
because of that (our) wine is expensive. The cheapest
bottle sells for between 15-20 euros,” or $20 to $25, said
Zumot. His company exports only “small quantities” to
Europe and some Arab countries, including Iraq, Qatar
and the United Arab Emirates, he said, citing high ship-
ping costs.

‘A passion, an art’ 
Jordan River produces 500,000 bottles of wine annu-

ally, 90 percent of which is sold domestically, said
Haddad.  For now, very little is sent abroad. “A few
months ago, we sent a shipment to Australia. Another one
is on its way to California,” he said, adding he also
expects to export his wine soon to Paris. The Jordan
River wine has won 96 awards, while the Saint George
has clinched 23 prizes. “Wine is not just an industry, it’s a
passion, an art,” said Alaa Mansur, production manager
at the Haddad winery. —AFP

LONDON: Britain’s main opposition Labor Party said yes-
terday it would press for contempt proceedings against the
government if Prime Minister Theresa May fails to produce
the full legal advice she has received on her Brexit deal. The
threat is yet another hurdle May must clear before parlia-
ment votes on Dec. 11 on her deal for Britain’s exit from the
European Union, its biggest shift in foreign and trade policy
for more than 40 years.

With the odds looking stacked against her, May is tour-
ing the country and media studios to try to win over critics
including both eurosceptics and europhiles who say the
deal will leave Britain a diminished state, still linked eco-
nomically to the EU but no longer with a say over the rules.
May often says her deal will protect jobs and end free
movement. She hopes her argument that it is the only feasi-
ble deal with the EU and that voting it down will raise the
risks of a “no-deal” Brexit or no Brexit at all will concen-
trate minds.

Labor has said it will vote against the deal. Yesterday its
Brexit spokesman, Keir Starmer, increased the pressure on
May by saying Labor would start contempt proceedings
against the government if it did not publish its legal advice.
He also said Labor would seek a vote of no confidence in
the government if she lost the vote, a widely forecast out-
come. “In nine days time, parliament has got to take proba-
bly the most important decision it has taken for a generation
and it’s obviously important that we know the full legal
implications of what the prime minister wants us to sign up
to,” Starmer said.

“I don’t want to go down this path ... (but) if they don’t

produce it tomorrow then we will start contempt proceed-
ings. This would be a collision course between the govern-
ment and parliament,” he told Sky News. British media said
the contempt move was also supported by the small
Northern Irish party which props up May’s minority gov-
ernment, underlining her precarious position in parliament.
The government has promised to give lawmakers access to
the legal analysis of the Brexit deal and Attorney General
Geoffrey Cox will make a state-
ment to parliament today.
Opposition parties suspect it will
only offer a summary of that
advice.

“This is an unprecedented
situation and that’s why we’ve
got an unprecedented situation
just tomorrow when the attorney
general will be making a state-
ment to parliament,”
Conservative Party Chairman
Brandon Lewis told Sky News.
“And I would hope again that
when colleagues hear what the attorney general has to say,
they will be satisfied that the government has delivered on
what it said it would do.” Under parliamentary rules, it is up
to the speaker to decide whether to allow a contempt
motion to be voted upon. If it passes, it would then be
referred to a committee which would rule on whether con-
tempt had taken place. If so, it would then recommend a
punishment which lawmakers must agree.

Second referendum 
Meanwhile, hopes for a second referendum on EU mem-

bership are rising in Britain amid heightened uncertainty
over Brexit, but big hurdles remain-from the timing to legal
complexities on both sides of the Channel. Prime Minister
Theresa May is struggling to convince British lawmakers to
back her Brexit deal-formally signed off by EU leaders last
weekend-in a key vote in parliament on December 11. If, as

widely expected, it is voted
down, what happens next
remains highly uncertain. But the
backers of a so-called “People’s
Vote” argue it opens up an
opportunity to ask Britons to
think again.

“There is a growing momen-
tum behind the campaign for a
second referendum,” said
Constantine Fraser, an analyst
research consultancy TS
Lombard. “It will become a seri-
ous option on the table if, or

more likely when, Theresa May’s deal is voted down. “I
wouldn’t say it’s a probability, but it’s a likelihood that’s
growing fast.”  Second referendum call ‘inevitable’ -In the
latest instance of second referendum activism, the pro-EU
Best for Britain group on Saturday launched a new advertis-
ing campaign on vans targeting the districts of “key MPs like
Labor leader Jeremy Corbyn”.

The support of the opposition party, which has delivered

mixed messages on the issue-arguing for all options to be left
on the table-is seen as crucial to force another poll. John
McDonnell, Labor’s finance spokesman, fuelled hopes the lead-
ership was moving closer to the idea by saying Tuesday it was
“inevitable” the party would support a second poll if it could
not force a general election. The hopes of second referendum
advocates were further strengthened by EU President Donald
Tusk on Friday. Speaking at the G20 summit in Buenos Aires,
Tusk said a rejection of the deal by the British parliament
would leave just two options-”no deal or no Brexit at all”.

‘It’s not impossible’ 
There are significant structural barriers to a second vote,

according to analysts. “You would need the government to
actually table a proposal, have a vote in favor of it, which
would require cross-party support,” Nick Wright, a fellow in
EU politics at University College London said. May has
repeatedly ruled out halting Brexit or holding another vote,
and it would be hard without her support. “It’s not impossi-
ble,” noted Fraser. “If it becomes clear that there’s political
pressure for it in parliament, the government may have no
other option politically.” A cross-party group of MPs on
Thursday laid down an amendment to May’s EU withdrawal
legislation in a bid to stop a no-deal Brexit emerging as the
default fallback option. The proposed amendment would
hand power to lawmakers if her plan is rejected in the House
of Commons-and could potentially provide a legislative
pathway for a referendum. Labor’s Shadow Brexit secretary
Keir Starmer said it had his “full support”, tweeting it was a
“great amendment”. —Agencies 
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ZARQA: Firas Haddad, marketing manager of Eagle Distilleries,
checks on the vats at the Eagle Distilleries in Zarqa, 30 kilome-
ters east of Amman.  —AFP

With militants 
gone, booze is 
back in Mosul
MOSUL: Rows of yellow-labeled whiskey bottles sit alongside
imported French wines, while cans of Korean beer chill in the
fridge: with Iraq’s Mosul free of jihadists, the booze is back. The
city spent three years under the iron-fisted rule of the Islamic
State group, which punished those caught drinking alcohol with
public lashings or worse.

But more than a year since Iraqi forces ousted the jihadists
from Mosul, liquor stores are flourishing. The western com-
mercial district of Al-Duwasa is home to several modest out-
lets, including Khairallah Tobey’s. The enterprising 21-year-old
bounced between well-stocked shelves, pulling down bottles
of beer priced at an affordable 1,500 Iraqi dinars-just over a
dollar. “Our sales are good right now,” said Tobey, a member
of Iraq’s Yazidi minority. Owners of Mosul’s bottle shops are
all Yazidi or Christian, as Iraq does not grant alcohol licenses
to Muslim citizens.

But under IS, which violently enforced a strict interpretation
of Islamic law when it overran Mosul in 2014, everyone was
banned from selling, buying, or drinking alcohol. Booze never
completely disappeared from the city-its residents found ways
to smuggle in the devil’s drink-but it was expensive and danger-
ous. With Mosul back under government control since July
2017, liquor stores are now back in the open. “At work, I feel
relaxed and not afraid or nervous at all, thanks to the security
and freedom now present in Mosul,” Tobey told AFP. 

‘Openly, without fear’ 
Across the Tigris river in the city’s east, vendor Abu Rayan

said he has had the last laugh. “I opened up my shop again just
to spite Daesh, after it kicked us out of the city and confiscated

our property and money,” he said, using an Arabic acronym for
IS. Islam forbids the consumption of alcohol, but drinking has
remained commonplace across Muslim-majority Iraq. 

Two years ago, the country’s presidency shot down a draft
bill in parliament that proposed a ban on the production, sale,
and import of alcoholic drinks. There are no restrictions on
consuming alcohol in Mosul, but those who sell, buy and drink
it take certain precautions. Most shops keep their signs rela-
tively discrete, hanging just a few posters advertising Turkish
beer Efes or its Korean counterpart Cass to help customers
find the store. Bottles are always packed in opaque black bags,
and when they are cracked open, it’s typically out of public
view-usually a spot on the Tigris river late at night or in the
privacy of a home. 

Not everyone in Mosul is thrilled with the city’s burgeoning
booze sector. Some residents have demanded liquor stores be
shut for religious reasons or to protect young people. But others
say doing so would be a violation of individual rights. “Drinking
wine is a personal freedom that is allowed by the law. It has
nothing to do with the difficult circumstances that this city has
gone through,” says Ali Hassan, who paints homes. He has heard
stories of a different Mosul, in the 1960s and 1970s, when peo-
ple visited bars, clubs, and liquor stores across the city. “They
drank openly and without fear,” says Hassan, 33. 

Regulation for revenue? 
Soon after this golden age, Iraq’s troubles began. A string of

conflicts in the 1980s was followed by an international embargo
that brought shortages of most goods. Then, in 2003, the US-led
invasion of Iraq toppled strongman Saddam Hussein-but paved
the way for the rise of religious militias across the country,
including in Mosul. As extremists gained traction, they targeted
liquor stores with gun and grenade attacks. Now, Mosul may
have the opposite problem-too many unlicensed liquor stores
are opening up, which has worried authorities and angered those
shopkeepers who do have the right paperwork. “We’ve received
more than 100 requests for licenses, and so far 25 have been
issued,” said regional official Zuhair Al-Aaraji. —AFP

A high-five from 
Putin and a G20 
awkward photo 
BUENOS AIRES: Russian President Vladimir Putin walked up to
Saudi Arabia’s Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman at a summit of
G20 world leaders, high-fived him and then shook his hand heartily.
Moments earlier the prince had been pictured on the far edge of the
traditional “family portrait” photograph, ignored by other leaders.
The two moments captured the dilemma facing world leaders at the
Group of 20 summit in Buenos Aires this weekend: How to deal with
the crown prince, who is dogged by controversy over the murder of
a Saudi journalist but is also de facto leader of a rich, oil-producing
kingdom that is a major global investor.

To be sure Putin’s exuberant greeting of the prince was seen as

over the top and promptly went viral. But, while leaders appeared to
ignore Prince Mohammed on stage during the “family photo,” many
went on to have closed-door bilateral meetings with him during the
two-day summit. The Saudi government media office, in a statement
responding to an earlier Reuters story about Prince Mohammed
being sidelined in the photo, said he was standing “in the same prox-
imity to the centre of the group” as in a similar photo at the G20
summit in China two years ago.

The crown prince, facing a global outcry over the killing of jour-
nalist Jamal Khashoggi in the Saudi consulate in Istanbul two months
ago, had conversations with at least 12 world leaders. Three of them,
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, British Prime Minister
Theresa May and French President Emmanuel Macron, said publicly
they had pressed Prince Mohammed for a full investigation into the
murder. Saudi Arabia has said the prince had no prior knowledge of
Khashoggi’s murder. Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan has said the
killing was ordered by the highest level of Saudi leadership but
probably not King Salman, putting the spotlight instead on the 33-
year-old crown prince. —Reuters


